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EDITOR’S NOTE
When we revived and republished Robert Wearing’s book “The Essential Woodworker” in 2010, we sought to fill in the gap in handtool knowledge that had developed in our culture – thanks/no
thanks in part to the decimation of shop class in schools.
Now, 10 years later, we are pleased by how handwork has taken
root amongst new woodworkers of all ages. Handwork isn’t difficult
as long as you have good information (and perhaps a knowledgeable instructor) to help you along. With more people handplaning,
sawing and chiseling, we thought it was high time to introduce people to Wearing’s writing on jigs, fixtures and appliances for handwork.
Wearing wrote extensively about the jigs and aids that make
handwork easier and its results more accurate. He wrote about
these “shop helpers” extensively for Woodworker magazine. And
they were later compiled into several books, some of which covered power tools as well.
For this book, we picked our favorite 157 jigs and fixtures that
Wearing had published during the 20th century. It wasn’t a simple
process. Wearing has always had a keen mind when it comes to jigs
and fixtures. And even though I’ve read all his books, there were
many of these aids and devices that I had forgotten. Or perhaps I
hadn’t been prepared to see how ingenious they were at the time
I’d first read them.
For this book, we tried to keep the flavor – or flavour – of the time
and place these items were written. We kept the language intact,
including the British spellings of woodworking words such as rebate for rabbet, cramps for clamps and vice for vise. All these are
easily understood by even the most modern North American.
There are, however, some aspects of the text that might make you
vii
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scratch your head for a moment. Some of the terms Wearing uses
are uncommon today; others have changed in meaning. Here is a
list of the ones we think will be helpful to understand before you
jump into the text.
• BSW: British Standard Whitworth. This is a (nearly) obsolete
machine-screw thread that has been replaced by metric or unified
pitches. Use whatever machine screw is commonly available to you.
• 12-gauge, 10-gauge or 8-gauge screws: Simply read these as
Nos. 12, 10 and 8 screws and you’ll be on the right track.
• Paper joint: This is still a valid term and technique, typically used
in turning. You glue segments of a turning together with animal
glue and a piece of thin paper between. After turning, you can disassemble the turning using water or a sharp rap of the turning.
• Scotch glue: This means animal glue, not an adhesive made by
the Scotch corporation or glue made from Scotsmen.
• Impact glue: contact adhesive.
• Silver steel: Common tool steel (BS-1407) sold in round bars.
Commonly used for punches, screwdrivers and even some utility
knives. The name “silver” comes from the high polish on the bars.
• Gauge plate: A tool steel that is sold with a precise tolerance for
its size.
• G cramps: C clamps.
• Cleaning up: The process of handplaning, scraping and sanding
a surface.
• Glasspaper: Sandpaper
• Blockboard: A plywood-like sheet good where the face veneers
are glued over a substrate of blocks of wood.
• Pillar drill or drilling machine: Drill press.
• Circular saw bench: Table saw.
• Flatbit: spade bit.
• Coach bolt: carriage bolt.
Even if the words trip you up here and there, I think you’ll find the
illustrations more than enough to get the job done. As with “The
Essential Woodworker,” all the drawings in this book were executed
by Wearing and by hand.
Most of all, I hope you will find these “appliances,” as some people call them, a way to take your handwork another step forward
and make it more accurate and enjoyable.
— Christopher Schwarz
viii
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INTRODUCTION
Jigs, tools, aids, devices, fixtures, gadgets.
These are all terms for ways and means of doing things other than
by straightforward tool use. A jig is a technical term to an engineer.
Gadget is a rather belittling term. Here the terms will be used indiscriminately and non-specifically.
The ideas presented have been developed for a number of
reasons. Often they guarantee more accuracy than does general
handwork, so they are particularly useful to workers who have not
yet acquired the higher skills. Some will speed up production by
eliminating slow, high-skill handwork. Others are useful when a
number of identical items is required.
In the minds of some workers there is the belief that “the old men”
preferred to do all their work entirely by hand and that the artist
craftsmen of the Arts & Crafts Movement were machine haters.
These ideas are proved to be quite untrue when it is considered
what power sources, other than muscles, were available to them.
These were either the water wheel or the steam engine, both suited only to a large-scale operation. Had the fractional horsepower
electric motor existed, there is no doubt that they would have used
it. The availability of light and portable woodworking machinery,
plus the increasing provision of home garages and workshops,

ix
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have totally transformed the working methods of the keen amateur
and the small professional. I have considered as normal, therefore,
the use of such machinery, though it is by no means essential for
every example given.
As far as tool making is concerned, it is not the intention that the
reader be encouraged to make most of the tools in the standard kit.
Many are quite beyond the hand worker and others are economically not worthwhile. Those featured are either original tools, improvements on commercially available tools or recreations of useful
tools now no longer manufactured. The distinction between tool,
appliance, equipment etc. is a fine one, so the reader should expect
what he or she considers a tool to be in another section.
It cannot be claimed that all these devices are original. Over the
years, many woodworkers must have produced similar solutions to
the same problem and no doubt many readers will carry some of
these ideas a stage further or modify them for additional purposes.
Exact species of timber are not required unless specifically stated. Similarly, many of the sizes are merely suggestions. If a particular size is important, this is mentioned. Imperial/metric conversions
are made to the nearest round number. Where it is important, exact
conversions are given.
Many of these ideas were originally published in an edited form
in the magazine Woodworker, whose editor kindly agreed to their
re-use.
Drawings are by the author.

x
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Chapter 1

HOLDING
DEVICES
The Workbench

There can be few topics on which woodworkers will disagree more
strongly than the design of the workbench. However for the worker
who has not yet come to a strongly held opinion, Fig. 1 shows a design which well fulfills the needs of most serious amateurs and also
professional craftspeople. It is designed primarily for cabinetmaking, hence there is no front apron, a feature which, though beloved
of carpenters and joiners, makes the cramping of the workpiece to
the bench virtually impossible.
The construction is simple yet robust, so the beginner should find
no difficulty in making it or having it made. The vice is fitted for a
right-handed worker. Left-handers will need the mirror image of the
drawing. While giving ample working space, the bench can, with
the vice removed, pass comfortably through the average doorway.
Sizes are, in the main, suggestions. Height, however, is an individual
decision. A low bench will cause the backache some readers may
have experienced when working at an evening class on a schoolsized bench. On the other hand, a high bench restricts planing by
making it difficult to apply strong downward pressure on the plane.
Experiment on an existing bench, packing up the legs or standing
on a raised plank, until the most comfortable situation has been
achieved.
The underframing is best made in a good hardwood but where
expense must be considered, good-quality softwood will probably outlast the reader. Mortice-and-tenon joints have been used
throughout. The mortices are chopped through, an easier process
than chopping stopped mortices, and the tenons are wedged,
1
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Fig. 1.

34 (865)

Fig. 2.

same thickness as worktop

Detail of back rail joint with leg

Fig. 3.

Detail of top end rail and leg joint

2
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Fig. 4. Section of leg joint into worktop showing wedges and filler piece

movement

Fig. 5. Section showing fixing of worktop to end frame

Figs. 2 & 3. This gives a very rigid structure. The tenons through the
benchtop are stopped short and a long-grain filler piece is inserted, Fig. 4. This prevents the tenon from standing proud as the top
shrinks. The top is further fixed to the top cross rail by a coach bolt
with washer. This operates through a slot in the rail in order to cope
with possible shrinkage of the top, Fig. 5.
Ideally the top should be made from well-seasoned hardwood.
Alternatively hardwood strips of say 2" (50 mm) width may be glued
together, (assuming that sufficient sash cramps can be collected)
then the assembled top can be cleaned up prior to letting out for
machine facing and thicknessing. Softwood is rather a poor substitute. Another possibility is to glue together layers of plywood,
3
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Fig. 6. Floor blocks to prevent movement of bench

blockboard, chipboard or MDF (medium density fibreboard). Glue
up on a really flat surface, weighing down with buckets of water
or any other available heavy weights. Where such a built-up top is
used, surface it with a sheet of hardboard which can be renewed
and add thin, solid-wood edges.
It is not essential to chop a hole for the traditional planing stop.
Better methods of holding for planing are described later.
Fit the shelf from any of the man-made materials. This provides
convenient storage, the weight of which adds to the stability of the
bench. Do not make the well board from softwood. Over a number
of years the surface of this flakes, giving the risk of splinters under
the fingernails when picking out tools from the well. Ply, blockboard
or chipboard are preferable.
Movement of the bench when working can be prevented, if necessary, by screwing to the floor two L-shaped pieces of thick ply. Fit
these to the inside faces of two diametrically opposite legs, Fig. 6.

A Planing Grip System

New systems to hold work for planing appear at intervals though
most do not last long. This is a version of a well-tried system that
holds most work firmly and is easy to install.
Start by grooving the edges of the benchtop to take 3/4" or 1/4"
(20 mm x 5 mm or 6 mm) drilled mild steel strips. This is most easily
done by plough plane or by machinery before the top has been
fitted. When a top is already fixed, a router with a slotting cutter will
do the job.
4
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3/16 (5) rivet tight
1/2 x 1/8
1 x 1/4
(12x3)
(25x6)
width of
worktop plus
clearance

3/16 (5) rivet loose

Fig. 7.

1/4 (6) dia.
brazed

7-1/2 (190)

Prepare the metal strip by marking out and centre punching for
the holes at 2" (50 mm) intervals and for the screw holes at 6" (150
mm) intervals. Drill the hole at each end and bolt the two strips
together. Now drill all the other holes and countersink the screw
holes. At first screw in only the strip on the far side. On the front
side cut out a portion the width of the wooden vice jaws. Do not
screw on the front strips until the planing stop has been made. This
is fitted in place then tested for square with the bench edge. Only
then are the front strips screwed permanently in place.
For the planing stop, prepare a piece of 1" x 1/4" (25 mm x 6 mm)
bright mild steel a little over the benchtop width plus 1" (25 mm).
Drill two 3/16" (5 mm) holes for the rivets and two for woodscrews.
Well countersink the latter on the underside and lightly countersink
the rivet holes on the top surface. Cut the two side arms to length
and braze or silver solder on the two pegs of 1/4" (6 mm) dia. rod.
Be sure to make a left- and a right-handed version. Drill, countersink then rivet on the side arms. Note that the inside arm is riveted
tightly while the outer one is left free to move stiffly. Grip each end
in turn in the vice and tap the side arms into a bend which will allow
the planing stop to sit snugly on the benchtop when the pegs are
in their holes.
The moving end of the grip is provided by an end vice. Here there
5
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are two possibilities. One is to buy a metal vice with an integral dog.
The second is to modify a normal vice for that purpose. Quite a
modest, inexpensive vice will serve for this purpose.
Fit the vice to the bench end in the normal way then prepare an
extra thick wood jaw, Fig 8. Cut the housing centrally in the jaw then
screw in place. If preferred, extra wood strips may be glued on to
come up to the thickness of the metal jaw. A normal, thinner wood
jaw is fitted to the fixed jaw of the vice and filler strips glued in to
fill any gaps.
Make the little pressure plate from a scrap of 1/16" (1.5 mm) mild
steel or brass, then plane the gripping “dog” from dense hardwood
to be a sliding fit when the pressure plate is in position. The purpose of this plate is simply to prevent the screw from chewing up
the dog.
Obtain a 1/4" (6 mm) thumbscrew or solder a wing nut onto a
piece of screwed rod. Drill and tap the movable jaw of the vice to
take this screw. A 5 mm drill is suitable for both these threads.
In use, keep the dog slightly below the surface of the wood being
planed. To hold circular or shaped work, screw a similarly shaped
wood block to the metal planing stop using the screw holes provided.
Note: Make sure that the vice with its wood jaws in place will open
a greater distance than the hole spacing on the metal edge strip.

metal
pressure
plate

width
bench

3 (75)

3 x 1-1/8 x 5/8
(75x30x16)

2

Thumbscrew
1/4 (6 mm)

0)
(5
Modified jaw of end vice
Fig. 8.

6
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A Planing Stop

The old-fashioned bench planing stop, consisting of a square block
rising in a mortice, is not the most effective. Plywood permits a
more successful model.
A solid wood block of say 8" x 3" x 7/8" (200 mm x 75 mm x 22
mm) is held in the vice. A plywood strip, long enough to span the
workboard of the bench, is glued (and screwed if preferred) to this.
Make several such stops of different thicknesses, Fig. 9.
Before jointing, angle the top of the vice piece very, very slightly,
Fig. 10. Now when the vice is tightened, the plywood strip is forced
very firmly down onto the bench face.

Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.

7
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The Bench Holdfast

This highly successful holdfast, economical and easy to make, requires neither the large holes of the continental-type bench nor the
large metal inserts of the commercial holdfast.
Prepare the hardwood block to the suggested sizes. While still
parallel drill a 3/4" (20 mm) hole for the cylindrical nut. Note that
this is not drilled centrally. Drill holes for the two screws slightly bigger than the nominal size to give a sloppy fit. Glue on the foot then
shape the ends. The foot can be given a rubber facing (made from
a piece of car inner tube) stuck on with a contact adhesive.
The small amount of metalwork is quite straightforward. Saw out
then file up or turn the cylindrical nut, in length a little less than the
block thickness. Drill this centrally, preferably in a machine, using
a drilling vice. First put through a small pilot hole, then increase,
finishing with the appropriate tapping drill. For 1/2" in BSW (British
Standard Whitworth thread) this is 10.5 mm, for 12 mm it is 10 mm.
Cut the screwed rods to length; 1-1/2" (40 mm) goes into the handle. The end of the pressure screw is drilled at 1/8" (3 mm) then
turned or filed down to 5/16" (8 mm). Make the metal plate for the
pressure foot. Drill it centrally at 5/16" (8 mm) and countersink the
underside. Drill four small screw holes and countersink on the upper side. The plate is loose riveted to the pressure screw. Spread
the end to secure by driving a large centre punch into the hole. Drill
a suitable cavity in the wooden pressure foot then screw the parts
together.
Turn the handle, fit the ferrule and before parting off, drill and
tap. A bench-made handle, say octagonal, is equally suitable. Screw
through the nut and attach the handle.
The head of the clamping screw can be made from either hexagon
or round bar. Tap the bar, screw together then drill for a 1/4" (6 mm)
tommy bar. Insert the bar then silver solder or braze the three pieces
together. Clean off the scale and thread on an appropriate washer.
Now prepare the benchtop. Mark several hole positions underneath and drill cavities for the hexagon nuts. A 1/2" nut requires
a hole of 13/16", a 12 mm nut, 3/4" (20 mm). Continue the holes
through at 1/2". With a long bolt and washer, pull the nuts tightly up
into their cavities. Fit each hole with a piece of dowelling. The nut
stops it from falling through. A pencil from below easily removes it
when required.
8
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4-1/2 x 1-3/8 dia.
(110 x 35) dia.

Fig. 11.

7-1/2 x 7-1/2 BSW
(190 x M12)
12 x 2 x 1-5/8
(300 x 50 x 40)
3/4 (20) dia.
2 x 2 x 3/16
(25 x 25 x 5)
3 x 3 x 5/8
(75 x 75 x 16)

3 x 1-5/8 x 5/8
(75 x 40 x 16)

6 & 9 x 1/2 BSW
(150 & 230 x M12)

Make a test cramping on some scrap wood. Aim to keep the block
horizontal. In this position the handle can be forced on until it can
no longer be turned. There is no pressure when unscrewing so the
handle will not come loose. A second, longer clamping screw enables thicker jobs to be handled. Several coats of varnish will keep
the holdfast looking smart.

Improved Sawing Board

This board has several advantages over the conventional bench
hook, particularly for the beginner and the inexperienced. The
board itself is held in the vice thus eliminating one cause of movement. In this position the work can be firmly held with a cramp, further preventing movement. The sawing position is thus similar to
the planing position.

Fig. 12.

9
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Rebated Vice Jaws

If the basic vice jaws are rebated at their ends, as Fig. 13 shows,
quite a variety of useful and helpful auxiliary jaws can be instantly
fitted. In a communal workshop it is important that these jaws be
accurately and identically machined.

Fig. 13.

Carpet Jaws

Good quality 1/2" (13 mm) plywood makes a good backing for
these jaws. It is advisable to machine an ample length of rebated
hardwood strip to make the sockets. The sockets are glued on with
a rebated jaw in place, using a thickness of card to give an easy
sliding fit. Jaws lined with clean carpet offcuts are most useful for
holding polished and well-finished work. Great care must be taken
to keep these jaws free of glue.

Fig. 14.

10
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Jaws for Tapered Work

Tapered legs and similar items present a holding problem easily
overcome by this single auxiliary jaw. When the taper is cut on a
circular saw, the same setting can be used to produce the tapered
block for this jaw.

Fig. 15.

Jaws for Round Work

The two blocks should be cramped or even glued together while
the holes are bored. They can then be glued to the plywood in the
vice, round material having been inserted in the holes. When marking out for the holes, make sure that they are so placed that when
long, round material is held vertically, it does not foul the vice slide
bars.

make two
Fig. 16.

11
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Cradle Jaws

The traditional planing cradle does not hold the work very firmly.
The cradle jaws do. They are particularly useful in planing octagons
prior to turning or using with rounders, also for planing flats on
round material, for example to receive mortises.

Fig. 17.

Leather-lined Jaws

These jaws are particularly useful for holding backsaws, small handsaws or scrapers for sharpening. They hold the job firmly and reduce the unpleasant noise that is unavoidable when filing saws.
It is advisable to protect the workbench from metal filings with
pieces of paper or a plastic sheet.

Fig. 18.

12
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Single Tall Jaw

This will be found to have several uses. A The tall jaw will hold a
wide board firmly against a pinned or screwed strip for planing. B
Squaring wide boards with a knife provides a basic difficulty. The
large square tends to drift as the knife runs against it. By pulling
firmly on the try square stock, both work and square are held firmly
against the tall jaw. Squaring at the other end is accomplished by
an overhand grip, knifing away from the operator. C A block held in
the vice is another alternative.

A

Fig. 19.

B

pull

C
Fig. 20.

13
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Sash Cramp Holder

A convenient way to hold small boards for face planing is to grip
them by the ends in a sash cramp which in turn is held in the vice.
The plan view B shows this. The cramp jaws must, of course, be
below the surface to avoid damage to the plane cutter. This jaw, arranged similarly to the carpet jaws, cradle jaws etc. neatly grips the
sash cramp bar at one of two heights to suit differing thicknesses
of work. The two rebates together must be less than the thickness
of the cramp bar.

A

Fig. 21.

B

14
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Shooting Mitres

Mitres can be shot with this jaw as long as not too great an accuracy
is required. The back board is similar to earlier examples and to it
is fixed a hardwood strip of about 3/4" x 1/2" (20 mm x 13 mm). The
work is gripped firmly against the stop piece while being planed. As
long a plane as possible should be used so that a good part of the
sole can rest on the benchtop.

Fig. 22.

Blank Jaws

When machining a length of hardwood for the blocks it is wise to
make an extra pair of blank jaws. They are bound to be useful some
day for some purpose.

Fig. 23.

15
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Edge Planing of Long or Wide Boards

The bench vice holds one end securely, the other end needs support. A and B show the method when the inner vice jaw is flush with
the bench edge. When the vice is not so fitted, for example with
the recommended rebated jaws, the device is modified to C. Two G
cramps hold the device to the bench and the board to the device.

A

Fig. 24.

B

16
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vice jaw thickness

C

Long Board Holding Device

A further improvement for benches with the recommended outstanding jaws is modelled on the handscrew principle. The baseboard cramps to the benchtop with the inner jaw overlapping the
edge. This carries a curved spacing block of about 1" (25 mm) thickness, into which a short dowel is fixed. A thread of about 3/8" (10
mm) with wing nut and tommy bar operates the jaw. It is an advantage if the jaw is lined with rubber, for example an offcut of rubber
webbing.

rubber jaw

Fig. 25.

17
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Mortising Block

It is bad practice to mortise in the vice as the workpiece can be
scratched through sliding downwards through the jaws. The vice
can be used, however, to grip the mortising block as shown. The
work is held to the block with a G cramp or handscrew. This holds
the workpiece firmer than cramping direct to the benchtop and
makes sure it is truly vertical. The thinner the workpiece the greater
is the security given by working by this method. Alternatively, the
block can be held to the benchtop with two long bolts and wing
nuts.

Fig. 26.

Planing & Gripping Tapers

The act of planing grips the piece quite firmly in the notch. In cases
where the inner jaw of the vice stands out from the benchtop, make
sure that the straight hardwood strip is a little wider than the jaw
thickness, in order that the workpiece is settled on a good base.

18
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Notched
block

Spacer

plywood
strip
gripped in
vice

3/4 (20mm)
Fig. 27.

Planing Board

This is the simplest of a number of planing boards. Shaped work
always presents holding problems, particularly thin pieces. A stout
block is gripped in the bench vice. The board itself may be solid
wood or blockboard. A small amount overhangs the vice jaw with
the bulk sitting on the benchtop. Buttons of hardwood, slightly thinner than the workpiece and fitted with countersunk screws, hold
the job firmly, A. A further improvement is to replace the buttons
with circular cams, B. These can be turned to a diameter of, say,
1-3/8" (35 mm) then sawn off and drilled well off centre and countersunk. A 1/4" (6 mm) hole takes a No. 12 screw.

A

Fig. 28.

B

19
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A Different Planing Board

This boomerang type of board will hold both parallel and slightly tapered components for planing and it is particularly useful for holding
thinnish pieces. The edge strip and the boomerang must, of course,
be thinner than the workpiece. An assortment of lengths, widths and
thicknesses is desirable. The boomerang should be of multi-ply and
the bolt should be well countersunk to avoid damage to the plane
iron. The principle is very simple. The more you push, the tighter the
grip.
The boomerang can be screwed to the benchtop and used with
a tall auxiliary jaw, or a piece standing above vice jaw height. In this
case it is advisable to drill a line of 1/4" (6 mm) holes about the same
depth 1/4" (6 mm) and about 1" (25 mm) apart. This avoids projecting roughness on the benchtop caused by the screws.

Fig. 29.

The Lever Cam Clamp

The use of cam blocks on a holding or planing board has already
been described. This variation is frequently found to be better and
more convenient. Make them from stout plywood and drill eccentrically, B shows a typical shape.
In A a small board is shown being held on a planing board be20
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tween a lip and a lever cam clamp. Screw the clamp on so as to grip
on a smaller radius. Pulling in the lever increases the radius at the
grip point. Make sure when fixing that the lever cam clamps even
more tightly if the workpiece moves forward.
This device has also been used successfully in gluing up a small
circular tabletop which had split, C. Use a 3/4" (20 mm) blockboard
or chipboard base, a few basic circular cams, and, say, three lever
cam clamps. Providing that the cams are firmly screwed, the lever
clamps will bring the joint together and hold it firmly.

A

Fig. 30.

B
C

21
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Clamping Sawing Board

The sawing board illustrated was designed for a student having the
use of one hand only. The ideal clamp is one of the fast-threaded
wing nuts; alternatively a screw and nut must be modified from standard patterns. Backflap hinges secure the clamp plate to the angled
rear block. The screw position must permit the gripping of material
3" (75 mm) wide. A jaw made from a piece of so called half-round
moulding 1" (25 mm) nom. wide allows varying thicknesses to be
firmly held. A strip of glasspaper on the base further helps with the
grip. The right-hand side of the clamp piece is cut away to give clearance to the finger holding the saw handle.
This sawing board has proved very popular with all students.

Fig. 31.

Sticking Board

The sticking board, A and B, is the traditional way of holding narrow components for rebating, ploughing and planing or scratching
mouldings. The board can be built up or rebated. A number of such
boards will be needed in different sizes. C shows an adjustable
sticking board that will meet the great majority of requirements. A
small clipped-off nail helps to hold the work firm on either board
but on the finest work this may well have to be removed. The fence
may be built up or the slots can be cut out of the solid.
22
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Fig. 32.

C
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Panel Fielding Aid

The fielding of panels can be much simplified with this aid. Panels do not always cramp easily to the benchtop. This model, if not
made too small, will cover a range of panel sizes. It will not only hold
the workpiece firmly but will also provide a fence against which a
jack or rebate plane can run.

Fig. 33.

A Holding Method

This method was found convenient for holding chair seats for hollowing and finishing and has since proved to have a number of other applications. A stout block permits two G cramps to grip near
the sides. A notched support leg forced into place holds the whole
arrangement firm. The workpiece can be rotated to work in any direction.

prop
Fig. 34.
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